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2.1 PART 2: FIELD SURVEY MANUAL 
The output for this project consists of three documents:  

1. Part 1 of the monitoring protocol contains an outline of the background to the 
project and the rationale behind the experimental design and survey methods; 

2. Part 2 of the monitoring protocol contains a step-by-step field manual and 
Appendices containing maps and coordinates for sample point locations; and 

3. Part 3 is a customised database for data collation.   

This document is Part 2 of the monitoring protocol. It describes the equipment required and 
how to prepare, set up and conduct the monitoring surveys.  

Field surveys are to be conducted at both the Treatment and Reference sites. During the Pilot 
Study in year 1 (project establishment year, 2018) surveys will be conducted in two 
experimental units (A and D) and in later years, surveys will be conducted in all experimental 
units (A–D) (see Part 1: experimental design and survey methodology rationale for a 
description of the full experimental design and the reduced pilot study design). 

2.1.1 Equipment and preparation 
The equipment and preparation tasks required to complete the survey in one experimental unit 
are listed in Box 1.  
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BOX 1: Equipment and preparation  

Assemble equipment Complete? 

Vegetation survey  
Site map □ 
GPS and spare batteries □ 
Clipboard, pencils and ballpoint pen □ 
Method and data sheets (field data sheet located in Excel database) □ 
Plot diagram from Year 1 survey (for survey in Years 2–5) □ 
Compass □ 
3 × ≥10 m tape measure □ 
6 × tent pegs □ 
1 × 5 m retractable builder’s tape measure □ 
DBH tape □ 
4 × short stakes / star pickets1 □ 
1 × 1-m2 collapsible quadrat (×4 1-m lengths of plastic electrical conduit and 

×4 90° joiners) 
□ 

10 aluminium tags □ 
12 surveyor’s flags □ 
Tie wire □ 
Pliers to cut tie wire □ 
Mallet □ 
2 × poles (200 cm × ~2 cm wooden rod or similar). One is the structure pole 

with marks showing five height classes: five height increments: 0–20, 21–
50, 51–100, 101–150, 151–200 cm. The second pole doesn’t require marks. 

□ 

1 × digital camera  
Camera survey  

20 camera traps including appropriate batteries □ 
20 camera trap straps (and locks if required) □ 
20 stakes (~1 m in length, any material) □ 
Secateurs □ 
Flagging tape □ 
Whiteboard and pen □ 
  

Tasks before field assessment  
Load site GPS coordinates onto GPS unit □ 
Print field protocol  □ 
Print field data sheets (located in accompanying Excel database) □ 
Charge GPS batteries □ 
Charge camera trap batteries □ 
Clear camera trap SD cards □ 
Set camera trap function and mode □ 
Print and laminate information notice for each camera located in public area 

(Appendix 1) 
□ 

                                                           
1 Stakes to permanently mark out the corners of each survey plot may consist of either metal star 
pickets or wooden stakes. Deer may potentially avoid obvious markers (Fraser 1998), so short stakes 
(e.g. 60 cm) are preferred as they are visually discrete. Short stakes are also cheaper than long stakes. 
However, if there are concerns regarding their use, such as the potential to cause injury to livestock, 
long stakes which are more visible may be used. 
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2.2 VEGETATION SURVEY 
Vegetation plots are to be surveyed annually during mid-late autumn. Ongoing vegetation 
surveys should be conducted within one month of the middle of the first survey period in 2018. 
The vegetation plots that are to be used during the Pilot Study in year 1 in Units A and D, and 
the vegetation plots that are to be used in subsequent years in Units (A–D) are shown in 
Appendix 2 and listed in Appendix 3. 

Establishment of the vegetation plots and completion of the vegetation survey will each require 
a minimum of two people. Surveyors conducting the vegetation field survey will require basic 
botanical knowledge and an ability to classify taxonomic groups.  

2.2.1 Vegetation plot establishment (year 1 only) 
1. Enter the GPS coordinates of the vegetation plot (Appendix 3) into the GPS unit. 
2. Navigate to the plot location using the GPS: 

a. Turn on GPS. 
b. Move through the menu pages of your GPS until you find the ‘waypoints’ 

option.  
c. Enter the ‘waypoints’ menu to access the full list of waypoints on your GPS. 
d. Scroll down the waypoint list until you find the plot waypoint that you want to 

navigate to.  
e. Press the ‘enter’ key to go to a new page with more detailed information about 

that waypoint. 
f. Find the ‘go to’ menu choice on this page and press ‘enter’. 
g. You will be shown a map with a directional route or a compass arrow showing 

the direction and distance to the selected waypoint.  
h. Follow the arrow toward the waypoint. 
i. When the distance to the waypoint is 0 metres, you have reached the random 

vegetation plot location. 
3. Assess the suitability of the site. If the GPS location falls directly on a fence, road or 

track, or the terrain is too steep (> 20°), move the plot 10 m. If the vegetation at the site 
does not match the intended EVC group for the plot, move the plot to the nearest 
vegetation that does match the intended EVC group. If the plot is moved, record the 
reason for relocation and record the new coordinates using the GPS. 

4. Once satisfied with the location, drive a short stake into the ground using the mallet. 
This stake marks one corner of the plot. 

5. If using a combination of metal and wooden stakes, ensure at least one stake is metal. 
Mark on the plot diagram located on the field data sheet which corner post is metal. 

6. The plot is to be located on a north–south–east–west axis. To achieve this, one person 
should stand at the stake and hold the end of the tape measure and use the compass to 
direct the second person to extend the tape measure 10 m north. Drive the second stake 
into the ground (Figure 1). 

7. Repeat Step 5. except extend the tape measure west. Drive the third stake into the 
ground. 

8. Repeat Step 5. except extend the tape measure south. Drive the fourth stake into the 
ground. 
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9. Check the shape of the plot, by extending the tape measure east from the fourth to the 
first stake to ensure it is also 10 m, and by extending the tape measure diagonally across 
the plot, which should measure 14.1 m. 

 

Figure 1. Orientation and dimensions of a vegetation survey plot, adapted from Bennett and Davis 
(2017).   

2.2.2 Vegetation plot survey 
The vegetation survey is to be conducted in the 10 × 10 m vegetation plots. There are five 
components (A–E) to set up and conduct the vegetation survey. To increase the efficiency of 
the survey, components B–E should be completed simultaneously as surveyors work their way 
across the plot. That is, as the surveyor progresses through Rows A–E, survey components B 
and E are undertaken within in each row, and survey components C and D and undertaken in 
the quadrats on Lines 1–4 that divide these rows (Figure 2). 

Please read the following instructions completely before commencing the survey. Record all 
vegetation data on the field data sheets (Appendix 4). 

A. Survey set-up  
1. Use the compass to determine the orientation of the plot. Extend a 10-m tape measure 

along the northern and southern boundaries of the plot (Figure 2), ensuring the tape 
measure is straight and taut. It does not matter at which stake you begin. Tent pegs may 
be useful to hold the tape in place. 

2. Place a surveyor’s flag immediately adjacent to each corner stake, and at each 2-m 
interval along the tape measures (at 2, 4, 6 and 8 m marks) (Figure 2). 

3. Once the surveyor’s flags are in place, wind in the tape measures. (Note – if you have 
3 or more tape measures, it is useful to leave the tape measures in place along the 
northern and southern boundaries of the plot rather than winding them in). 
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Figure 2. Diagram of a vegetation survey plot showing the location of the tape measures used to place 
the surveyor’s flags to enable survey of the vegetation plot, adapted from Bennett and Davis (2017). 

A. Structure: photo points and canopy cover  
Before the vegetation in the plot has been disturbed: 

1. Take four standardised photographs (using a consistent camera make and model; no 
zoom; camera at a height of 1.5 m) from the centre of the plot in the four cardinal 
directions (in this order: north, south, east and west) with the camera angled 
horizontally. For all photos, note the photo number or exact time so that photos can be 
identified when downloaded. 

2. Take two standardised photographs (using a consistent camera make and model; no 
zoom; camera at a height of 1.5 m) directly up into the canopy from the centre of the 
plot. For the first canopy photo, align the base of the camera frame with the southern 
boundary of the plot. For the second canopy photo, turn the camera 180˚ so that the 
base of the camera frame is aligned with the eastern plot boundary. For all photos, note 
the photo number or exact time so that photos can be identified when downloaded. 

3. Standing in the centre of the plot, use Figure 3 as a guide to make visual estimates of 
foliage projective cover (vertical projection area of foliage) for the canopy (emergent 
and upper-canopy combined; Figure 4) and mid-stratum (M1 and M2 combined; Figure 
4). Estimates of percentage cover should be made on a continuous scale (0–100%) 
across the whole plot, for species rooted in or overhanging the plot. 
 

N
Vegetation survey 
plot boundary

Permanent marker

Tape measure location

Surveyor's f lag location

Key
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Figure 3. Comparison chart to help make visual estimates of canopy vegetation cover, sourced from 
Hnatiuk et al. (2009). 
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Figure 4. Diagram of vegetation structural layers (sourced from Hnatiuk et al. 2009). 

B. Regeneration and survival: stem count  
Use tape measures to temporarily divide the vegetation plot into strip transects of 2 m × 10 m 
to facilitate systematic searches for plants to be tagged: 

4. Starting at the permanent stake in the south-west corner, secure the end of the first tape 
measure to the ground with a tent peg and extend the tape measure 10 m north to the 
permanent stake located on the northern boundary of the plot (Figure 5). Ensure the 
tape measure is as straight and taut as possible. 

5. Repeat Step 4 using the second tape measure, beginning 2 m east of the north-west 
corner, and finishing 2 m east of the south-west corner (use the surveyor flags as a 
guide). Secure the tape measure to the ground 2 m east of the south-west corner with a 
tent peg. The two tape measures will now form the boundaries of the first 2 m × 10 m 
strip transect, Row A (Figure 5). 

6. Complete Steps 7–19 so that survey components B–E are undertaken in all Rows A–E. 
This will require winding the two north-east tape measures in and repeating Steps 4–5, 
moving the tape measures another 2 m to the east to form the next row (Figure 5), and 
so on, as required.  
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Figure 5. Diagram of a vegetation survey plot adapted from Bennett and Davis (2017). Shown are the 
location of the tape measures used to create Rows A–E, for survey components B and E, and Lines 1–4 
(yellow) with the associated eight 1-m2 quadrats (blue squares), for survey components C and D. 

 

7. Starting on the southern boundary, the surveyor stands in the centre of Row A (i.e. 1 m 
from either side). 

8. Systematically traverse Row A searching for woody plants. Count ALL live and dead 
plant stems separately for each woody (shrub/tree/liane) plant genera present (if plant 
genera cannot be identified, see Section 2.2.3) and classify each stem within one of two 
categories: Medium or Large (Table 1). Note, counts of live and dead stems in the same 
genus must be recorded on separate lines on the data sheet. If the genus of dead stems 
cannot be determined, write ‘unknown’ in the genus column on the field data sheet. For 
multi-stemmed plants, only include the largest living stem in the count. Repeat for Row 
B. The two 2-m poles can be laid across the row to create sections to assist with stem 
counts if a large number of stems are present. 
 

Table 1. Woody plant age-classes (as defined by Bonham 1989; Bellingham and Allan 2003; Smale et 
al. 1995). DBH = diameter at breast height (1.3 m).  

Woody plant age-classes  
Medium  Stems 2.5–10 cm at 1.3 m DBH and >1.35 m tall 

Large  Stems >10 cm at 1.3 m DBH and/or >2 m tall 

 

C. Structure: ground cover 
Assess ground cover at each of eight 1-m2 quadrats centred on the 2-m and 8-m marks 
along the tape measure that forms Line 1 and Line 4, and centred on the 4-m and 6-m marks 
on Lines 2 and 3 (Figure 5): 

9. For each quadrat estimate the % of the ground (on a continuous scale 0–100% using 
Figure 6 as a guide – note the estimates can add up to more than 100%) for material ≤ 
50 cm in height within the quadrat covered by the following categories (Table 2):  

Line              1           2           3          4 

N

Row A           B          C          D         E

Vegetation survey 
plot boundary

Permanent marker

Tape measure location 
/ Lines 1–4

Surveyor's f lag location

Key

Ground cover survey 
location
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a. bare ground 
b. litter 
c. rock 
d. coarse woody debris 
e. forb 
f. grass 
g. sedge/rush 
h. lily 
i. orchid 
j. fern 
k. shrub/tree 
l. climber 
m. moss 
n. other cryptogams 

 

 
Figure 6. Comparison chart to help make visual estimates of vegetation cover, sourced from Hines 
(2010).    
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Table 2. Categories in which Surveyors are to estimate the % of ground covered within quadrats. 
Description by 1Sivertsen (2009), 2Costermans (1983), 3Read et al. (2008), 4Sykes (1982) and 5Enrong 
et al. (2006). Photos by 6A. Bennett, 7N. Davis, 8R. Richter (http://rnr.id.au/; CC BY-NC 3.0 AU 
license), and 9M. Fagg (Australian National Botanic Gardens). 

Category Description Photograph 

Bare ground Exposed soil not covered by ‘Litter’1. 

6 

Litter Detached dead plant material 
including stem, leaf, bark, twig, branch 
material1. 

6 

Rock Solid part of the earth’s crust 
underlying soil or projecting4. 

 7  

Coarse 
woody 
debris 

Dead wood ≥10 cm diameter5.  

 7 

Fern Non-flowering plant with large usually 
branched leaves (fronds) that 
reproduces by spores located in 
sporangia on leaf. Common genera 
include Blechnum, Cyathea, 
Dicksonia, Histiopteris, Polystichum 
and Pteridium1. 

6 

Moss A small flowerless plant that 
reproduces by spores released from 
stalked capsules, commonly found in 
damp–wet areas. 

6 

Other 
cryptogams 

Includes bryophytes, lichens, algae, 
cyanobacteria and fungi3. 

6 

Forb A plant that does not produce a woody 
stem. Commonly small e.g. species in 
genera Acaena, Dichondra, Geranium, 
Gonocarpus, Oxalis, and Viola, but 
may be medium-sized and shrub-like 
e.g. Senecio2. 

6 

Grass Monocotyledonous plant (family 
Poaceae) that may form tussocks, 
hummocks or have an open rhizomous 
spreading form1. 6 
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Table 2 cont.  

Sedge / 
Rush  

Strappy-leaved plants with a tufted or 
clumping habit e.g. species in genera 
Gahnia, Lepidosperma and Lomandra 
1. 

9 

Lily Strappy-leaved plants with a tufted 
habit, but often hidden amongst other 
vegetation with only a few leaves 
present e.g. species in genera 
Arthropodium, Bulbine and Dianella1. 

9 

Orchid A member of the family Orchidaceae 
of monocotyledonous plants, often 
epiphytic, usually with one petal much 
larger than the other two4.   8 

Climber 

 

Plants with a climbing, twining, 
winding or sprawling habit e.g. 
Billardiera, Comesperma, Clematis1. 

6 

Shrub / Tree Woody plants - Shrub: usually has 
several stems arising at or near the 
base, <8 m tall. Tree: usually has a 
single stem >5 m tall2. 6 

 

D. Structure, composition and diversity: structure pole 0–2m 
At the each of the eight 1-m2 quadrats used for survey component C, four structure pole 
samples will be taken, that is, one in each corner of the quadrat  (total n = 32 structure pole 
samples per plot): 
 
10. Place the structure pole standing vertically, resting on the ground in the corner of the 

quadrat. 
11. At each stratum height (0–20, 21–50, 51–100, 101–150, 151–200 cm) on the structure 

pole, record the presence of any live plant species2 (if plant species cannot be identified, 
see Section 2.2.3) touching the pole. Only record one touch per species per height 
stratum at each sample point, even if a species touches more than once in that stratum.  

12. Imagine3 the structure pole extends vertically into the canopy and estimate touches of 
any live plant species visually for the mid-stratum (2–10 m), and for the canopy (>10 
m). Only record one touch per species at each sample point for this height stratum, even 
if a species touches more than once in that stratum. 

13. At each stratum height also record elevated dead material (excluding logs) touching the 
pole within each height strata. Only record one touch for elevated dead material per 
height stratum at each sample point, even if elevated dead material touches more than 
once in that stratum.  

                                                           
2 Plant species lists for each EVC in the bioregion are available at: 
http://www.depi.vic.gov.au/environment-and-wildlife/biodiversity/evc-benchmarks#hsf 
3 This step could also be done using a laser to point into the canopy if available. 
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14. Imagine the structure pole extends vertically into the canopy and estimate touches of 
any elevated dead material visually for the mid-stratum (2–10 m), and for the canopy 
(>10 m). Only record one touch for elevated dead material at each sample point for this 
height stratum, even if elevated dead material touches more than once in that stratum. 

E. Growth, survival and deer damage 
15. Number the aluminium tags 1–10 using a ballpoint pen. It does not matter if the pen 

rubs off, but it is important the impression left on the tag is clear. 
16. When a living woody plant on the Target Species List (Table 3), <2 m in height, is 

encountered, tag the base of the main stem using a numbered aluminium tag wired 
securely, while still allowing for growth. If there are no plants on the list within the 
plot, select the dominant native understorey tree or shrub species. 

17. For each tagged plant: 
a. Mark the location of the plant on the plot map of the field data sheet. 
b. Record:  

i. plant tag number; 
ii. plant species; 
iii.  vertical height of the plant (measured using the retractable builder’s tape 

measure from the ground at the base of the plant directly up, rather than 
along the line of plant growth if the plant is leaning and/or growing on 
a slope):  

1. seedlings - vertical distance from the highest meristem (Figure 
7) to the soil surface; 

2. saplings - the maximum vertical height of the existing stem 
(note, the highest point may not necessarily be the main stem); 

iv. survival (live vs dead – all tagged plants will be live at year 1);  
v. browse and antler damage scores (Table 4, see Appendix 5 for a 

photographic guide). 
18. Repeat Steps 16–17 for a total of 10 plants, if present. 
19. Survey in years 2–5; re-survey the same tagged plants (Step 17) using the plot diagram 

from the year 1 survey to relocate each plant. 

  

Figure 7. Diagrams showing seedling apical meristems (sourced from: http://kayjayr-
akshay.blogspot.com.au/2016/03/how-does-tree-grow.html?m=1; 
http://www.mun.ca/biology/desmid/brian/BIOL3530/DEVO_07/devo_07.html).  
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Table 3. Species to target for tagging in survey component E. Species descriptions adapted from 
Costermans (1983). Photos sourced from 1L. von Richter, 2T. Lenz, 3D. Hardin and 4T. Tame (PlantNET 
(The NSW Plant Information Network System)), and 5A. Bennett. 

 Species to Target for Tagging  
Cherry Ballart 

1 

 Exocarpos cupressiformis 
Cypress-like small tree, 3–8 m, branchlets pendulous, often 
bronzy-green; bark finely fissured. Branchlets fine, flexible, 
faintly ribbed but never flattened, leaves reduced to few tiny 
pointed scales. Flowers (Dec–May) green, minute in stalked 
spikes 3–6 mm. Fruit hard, green, on pedicel swelling to fleshy 
orange-red (July–Nov). Woody growths common. 
Austral Indigo 

2 

 Indigofera australis 
Open shrub, 0.5–2 m, with long, slender but stiff stems. Leaves 
with 9–21 grey-green leaflets of variable size (8–30 mm × 4–15 
mm). Flowers (Aug–Dec) attractive pink to lilac, in tapering 
racemes. Pods almost cylindrical, 2–4 cm × 3 mm. 
Sweet Pittosporum 

3 

 Pittosporum undulatum 
Glabrous bushy tree, 4–14 m. Leaves radiating terminally, shiny 
dark-green above, paler green (glabrous) beneath, 6–14 cm × 3–5 
cm, flat or often with undulate (wavy) margins. Flowers (Sept–
Nov) cream-yellow, about 15 mm long, in terminal clusters. 
Capsules globular, 10–15 mm, smooth, becoming orange, seeds 
brown. 
Prickly Currant-bush 

4 

 Coprosma quadrifida 
Erect, rigid, much-branched shrub, 2-4 m, smaller branchlets 
spiny. Leaves opposite, but rather irregularly sized and spaced, 5-
15 mm × 2-5 mm, glabrous, dark-green above, slightly paler 
beneath, thin and flat with raised veins on both sides. Flowers 
(Sept-Nov) unisexual, tiny, inconspicuous. Fruit (Jan-Mar) small 
red drupes.   
Hazel Pomaderris 

 5 

Pomaderris aspera 
Slender tree /leafy shrub 1–8 m. Large leaves 6–14 cm × 2–5 cm, 
veins deeply impressed, dark green above pale green beneath 
brown hairs visible on leaves and stems. Greenish flowers (Oct–
Dec). 
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Table 4. Deer damage ranking derived from Richardson (2015) and Bulinksi and McArthur (2003).  

Rank Deer damage observed 

1 No visible browse damage (0 % biomass removed)  
2 Light browse damage (browsing of exterior tips; 1-29% biomass removed). 

3  Moderate browse damage (30-49% biomass removed). 

4 Heavy browse damage (70-89% biomass removed). 

5 Terminal browsing (sapling either dead or not expected to recover; ≥90 % biomass removed). 
6 Antler damage (rubbing and/or thrashing damage such as stem breakage) and/or bark stripping 

present). 
  

2.2.3 Plant specimen collection 
If the identity of plants is unknown, collect a plant specimen for identification by an expert. 
The following is a summary of guidelines on plant specimen collection provided by the 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (2017), adapted from Albrecht (1993):   

A permit to collect protected flora must be obtained from the Department of Environment, 
Land, Water and Planning. Specimens should be collected using destructive methods only if 
the population size of a particular taxon at a particular plot is large enough to cope with the 
loss of one or several plants. When the population is very small, consider a non-destructive 
method for collecting information about the plant, such as taking photographs, making sketches 
and taking notes about plant features. When collecting specimens of terrestrial orchids do not 
remove the underground storage organs. Specimens should be as complete as possible and for 
vascular species (excluding ferns and fern allies), consisting of flowers and/or fruits, as well as 
a piece of stem bearing healthy leaves. In the absence of open flowers, flower buds should be 
included. In the case of herbaceous plants (other than orchids) specimens should include 
underground storage organs, stolons, rhizomes, and/or roots. Plant material should be cut with 
secateurs, or uprooted if appropriate. Samples should be no greater than about 30-40 cm long 
and 25 cm wide. Specimens should be placed in a zip-lock bag to prevent desiccation, sealed 
and labelled (date, specimen number and plot number) then placed in a fridge. Take notes on 
habitat (record vegetation type), features (record habit, bark type, leaves, flowers and fruit) and 
make annotated sketches. Dry specimens in a plant press (end frames containing newspaper 
and cardboard) with a label as soon as possible. The press should be placed in a warm, well 
ventilated, dry position until specimens are fully dry (usually one to two weeks) then dispatched 
to a botanist for identification. 

2.2.4 Vegetation survey data management 
Record the information on the field data sheets into the digital database. It is recommended that 
this data entry occurs as soon as possible after the field surveys in case details need to be 
clarified by surveyors. Each separate element of the vegetation survey is to be entered into the 
separate corresponding spreadsheets in the database, which are labelled accordingly. Ensure 
that only one piece of information is entered into any one cell of the worksheets. 
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2.3 CAMERA SURVEY  
The materials and preparation required to conduct the remote camera survey are listed in Box 
1 (Section 2.1.1). The camera trapping field data sheet is included in Appendix 6 and must be 
filled in when deploying cameras, as well as at each subsequent visit to maintain and retrieve 
cameras. 

F. Camera trap set-up 
1. Before going into the field, all camera trap batteries should be fully charged.  
2. Select camera trap settings prior to going into the field, especially if rain is forecast. 

Select the following settings: high sensitivity, 5 images per trigger, no delay. 
3. All cameras must be uniquely coded. The code must be written in permanent marker 

on the camera trap and the corresponding code must be written on the Secure Digital 
(SD) card for that camera. It is essential to double check that the correct memory card 
has been paired with the correct camera trap each time a camera is set. 

G. Camera trap placement 
The Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates for each of the camera traps to be deployed 
at each site are provided in Appendix 3 and shown on maps in Appendix 2.  

4. Enter the GPS coordinates of the vegetation plot (Appendix 3) into the GPS unit. 
5. Navigate to the plot location using the GPS: 

a. Turn on GPS. 
b. Move through the menu pages of your GPS until you find the ‘waypoints’ 

option.  
c. Enter the ‘waypoints’ menu to access the full list of waypoints on your GPS. 
d. Scroll down the waypoint list until you find the plot waypoint that you want to 

navigate to.  
e. Press the ‘enter’ key to go to a new page with more detailed information about 

that waypoint. 
f. Find the ‘go to’ menu choice on this page and press ‘enter’. 
g. You will be shown a map with a directional route or a compass arrow showing 

the direction and distance to the selected waypoint.  
h. Follow the arrow toward the waypoint. 
i. When the distance to the waypoint is 0 metres, you have reached the random 

vegetation plot location. 
6. Once the random camera trap location has been located, place the camera trap at the 

nearest trail, if present, within a 50 m radius of the random coordinates provided. Do 
not focus cameras on wallows or rub trees because these cameras will receive higher 
visitation by deer than the other cameras. The flattest section of trail available should 
be selected. If the random location cannot be used because the position falls on a road, 
track or fence, then the camera trap should be located at the nearest suitable location to 
the random coordinates. If this occurs, the new location coordinates must be taken using 
the GPS and recorded on the datasheet, to enable the camera and data to be retrieved in 
future. 
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H. Camera trap setting and mounting 
It is important to take care to standardise all aspects of camera trap setting and mounting.  

7. On the whiteboard, clearly write:  
a. the date; 
b. site name; 
c. unique camera trap number; 
d. the disclaimer notice ‘these images are being recorded for use in the Lake Tyers 

Deer Management Trial Implementation Plan’.  
8. If locks are to be used, enclose the camera in the metal security case and thread the 

cable lock through the security case. Note the camera may need to be set and armed 
(Step 15) prior to placing it in the security case, depending on its design. 

9. Find a tree at the camera location which has a growth form that allows for camera trap 
attachment on the trunk or on a branch at height of 1.3–1.5 m with correct orientation 
(Step 12). The camera trap should be attached using the camera’s stretchy strap or cable 
lock (Figure 8).  

10. If no trees occur near the selected location, the location should be moved to the nearest 
location where a tree is available. Remember to record on the data sheet the new 
coordinates using the GPS. The camera may be mounted on a stake if no trees are 
present. 

11. Camera traps are to be mounted facing south (or SE or SW if necessary) and should 
face along trails (along contours) so that they are triggered by animals moving toward 
or away from the camera, rather than across the field of view.  

12. Camera traps are to be mounted horizontally to the ground, angled slightly downwards 
so that the passive infrared sensor is aimed 6 m away at the height of the core body 
zone of an adult sambar deer. The camera angle required can be achieved by placing a 
small stick between the camera and the tree or stake, then tightening the cable tie or 
strap (Figure 9). 

13. Use secateurs to remove vegetation within 6 m of the camera if the vegetation has the 
potential to prevent detection of a deer, or if the vegetation is likely to cause false 
triggers. 

14. Use a mallet to drive a stake ~1 m in length into the ground directly in front of the 
camera at a distance of 6 m from the camera to standardise the detection zone. 

15. Once you are ready to take the first image: 
e. turn the camera ‘On’ 
f. check the date and time setting is correct  
g. arm the camera 
h. hold the whiteboard in front of camera at approximately 2 m from the camera 

so that the first image taken is of the whiteboard;  
i. fill in the camera trap field data sheet (Appendix 6) when setting, checking and 

retrieving each camera trap.   
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(i)  
 

(ii)  
 
Figure 8. Photographs depicting mounting of Reconyx camera trap on a tree using a stretchy strap: (i) 
close up and (ii) side view demonstrating 1.5 m height. Photos: A. Bennett and N. Davis. 
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Figure 9. Photograph depicting how to angle a camera trap slightly downwards using a stick as a wedge 
between the camera and the tree on which it is mounted. Photo: A. Bennett and N. Davis. 

I. Retrieving camera traps 
On retrieving the camera, it is essential to determine how long the camera was operational for. 

16. At the end of each monitoring period, a whiteboard with the date should be held in front 
of each camera trap before turning it off so the number of trap nights can be determined. 
If the camera trap batteries are flat or the camera is malfunctioning at the end of 
monitoring and a final image of the whiteboard cannot be taken, this must be noted on 
the datasheet.  

17. Retrieve camera traps after they have been deployed for two months.  
18. The tree that the camera was mounted on should be marked with flagging tape to enable 

the same tree to be utilised again in the future. 

J. Downloading and storing camera trap images 
Care must be taken when downloading and storing camera trap images to prevent data loss. 
Follow these steps4 for each camera trap on each occasion that images are retrieved: 

                                                           
4 The organisation responsible for downloading, storing and sorting of images for this project may have their 
own image management software and systems in place that can be used to tag and provide automated returns of 
data for image batches. If this is the case, those image management tools can be used instead of the steps 
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19. Create a folder system in Windows Explorer for filing images: 
a. Create a folder for each site/experimental unit combination and label these 

‘Treatment site_UnitA’, ‘Treatment site_UnitB’, ‘Reference site_UnitC’ and 
‘Reference site_UnitD’.  

b. Within each site folder, create a sub-folder for each camera trap used in that site 
and label these, e.g., ‘CAM_1’, ‘CAM_2’, ‘CAM_3’ and so on.  

c. Within each camera trap sub-folder, create a folder for each time period between 
the start and end date of SD card operation (i.e., between setting the camera trap 
and retrieving images from that camera trap) and label these, e.g., 
‘1APR2018_30JUN2018’. 

20. Insert the memory card into a computer and, in Windows Explorer, select all images on 
the memory card and copy/paste these into the appropriate sub-folder. This will be the sub-
folder that you create and name using the date range over which images were collected, 
stored within the corresponding site/experimental unit and camera trap folders (see Step 
19). 

21. Before deleting images from the memory card, so that it can be reused, check that all 
images have successfully copied onto your computer: open several images on your 
computer to ensure there are no errors; and right-click on the folder in Windows Explorer 
then select the ‘properties’ function to check the number of images (files) within the folder 
you have just created on your computer, and in the folder on the memory card, to ensure 
that these are the same (if they are not, repeat Step 20). 

22. Create a backup of the entire folder system described at point 1 (ensure that it is labelled 
as ‘Backup’). All camera trap data from SD cards must be backed up to at least two external 
hard drives that are stored in physically independent locations. Ensure that you back up the 
images every time you downloaded new images from the memory card. 

To aid image management, it is useful to rename images. To do this, use the image browser 
application ExifPro 2.1:  

23. Download this free program from http://www.exifpro.com/.  

a. To copy and rename images: 
b. select ‘Transfer’ on the right-hand tab; 
c. select operation ‘Rename files’; 
d. browse to find the folder of interest;  
e. in the ‘File names’ window, delete the default naming setting and replace it by 

first using the drop-down menu to select the last ‘Consecutive numbers’ option 
which allows you to set the number digits (set this to 5) and the first number in 
the sequence (set this to 1 for the first batch of photos from a given camera trap, 
then as additional batches of images are downloaded, start consecutive 
numbering where the previous batch finished off), then follow this component 

                                                           

outlined below, as long as the image metadata and counts obtained follow the guidelines provided here at Steps 
24-28. 
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of the name with the camera trap number and the site name, e.g., 
‘0001_CAM1_Treatment_UnitA’; 

f. select ‘Rename’.  
 

2.3.1 Camera trap data management 

K. Setting up your spreadsheet ready to enter camera trap data 
24. Before counting images, you will need to export the metadata (e.g., time, date etc.) for 

each image using ExifPro:  

a. go to the ‘Tools’ menu; 
b. select ‘Export EXIF info’; 
c. browse to locate the folder in which the file is to be saved (appropriate site and 

camera trap number) and name the file with the appropriate site, camera trap 
number, time period and file description (e.g., ‘Treatment 
site_UnitA_CAM1_1APR2018_30JUN2018_metadata’). 

d. The metadata is provided in a text file. To delineate the information into 
separate cells in Excel: 

i. select and copy all contents of the text file; 
ii. open a new Excel spreadsheet;   
iii.  select ‘Paste options’ then ‘Use text input wizard’; 
iv. retain default settings (‘Delimited’, ‘Start input at row 1’) on the first 

panel, then select ‘Next’; 
v. under ‘Delimiters’ select ‘Semicolon’ and de-select the default setting 

‘space’ and then click ‘Next’; 
vi. select the ‘Date and time’ column then in the ‘Column data format’ box 

select ‘text’; 
vii. click ‘Finish’. 

e. The key information will be contained in the first two columns: Column A. 
‘Photo’ name; and Column B. ‘Date and time’. The ‘Date and time’ information 
needs to be separated: 

i. insert two new columns to the right of the ‘Date and time’ column; 
ii. select (highlight) the entire ‘Date and time’ column; 
iii.  select the tab ‘Data’ then select ‘Text to Columns’; 
iv. on the first panel select ‘Delimited’ then click ‘Next’; 
v. select ‘Space’ in the ‘Delimiters’ box; 

vi. click ‘Finish’.  
f. Columns A–D of this Excel spreadsheet, which contain the image names, dates 

and times, can now be copied (from cell 3 down to the end of the data) and 
pasted into the Excel database provided for data entry. Use the spreadsheet 
‘DATA F. Camera survey’. 

L. Counting camera trap images 
25. To view images: 
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a. open the folder of interest in ExifPro; 
b. select the view mode ‘Previews’; 
c. to increase the size of the images being viewed, close the ‘Details’ tab, and 

reduce the size of the panels to the left and top of the screen; 
d. click ‘Sort’ and select ‘Photo File Name’;  
e. scroll through the images using the mouse or keyboard; 
f. if required, the view can be split in up to four panes to inspect several images 

side by side, and the magnifier can be used to examine photos in detail.  
26. To record camera trap image data, open the appropriate spreadsheet (‘DATA F. Camera 

survey’) in the Excel database provided for camera trap data entry. This can be opened 
in a separate tab, or, if two computers are available, it can be opened on a separate 
computer so that images can be viewed in ExifPro on one screen while data is entered 
in Excel on the other. Each camera trap image correlates to one row in the Excel 
spreadsheet. Ensure that the data in the ExifPro view and in the Excel spreadsheet are 
both sorted in the same way (i.e., by ‘Photo File Name’).  

27. For each camera trap image that contains deer, record the following information: 
a. The number of individuals of each deer species.  

i. To aid in species identification, we recommend using field guides (e.g., 
Menkhorst and Knight 2011, Claridge 2012).  

b. The number of independent records of individuals of each deer species.  
ii. Only the first image of an individual within a series of consecutive 

photographs within a period of <5 minutes is considered an independent 
record (Allen et al. 2015).   

c. In addition, for each independent deer record, determine: 
i. Sex: ‘male’ or ‘female’ based upon the presence of antlers or not, with 

‘unknown’ recorded for headless images (Allen et al. 2015). 
ii. Age: ‘adult’ or ‘juvenile’ based upon size, or ‘unknown’ - juveniles are 

defined as being less than two-thirds of the size of adults (Allen et al. 
2015). 

28. For each batch of photos, summary data needs to be compiled in the spreadsheet 
‘DATA F. Camera survey’ as follows: 

a. the date the camera trap was set, the date the memory card was retrieved, the 
date the last image was recorded and if the camera trap was not operational at 
time of retrieval (Columns F–H);  

b. the total number of trap days calculated by summing the days (24 h period from 
0:00 to 24:00 h) each camera trap was operational, i.e., excluding days when 
camera traps were not functional (Column I); and 

c. the total number of images taken per camera per sampling period (Column J). 
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2.5 APPENDICES 

2.5.1 Appendix 1. An example information notice to be laminated and placed at each 
camera in public areas. Inclusion of permit numbers and logos for other stakeholders 
involved may be useful. 

 

WILDLIFE SURVEY IN PROGRESS 

PLEASE DO NOT DISTURB EQUIPMENT! 

THANK YOU. 

For further 
information 

please contact  

DELWP  

Insert contact 
phone number 
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2.5.2 Appendix 2. Maps of the four experimental units (Units A and B in the Treatment site 
and Units C and D in the Reference site) in which the relative abundance and impacts 
of deer will be monitored as part of the Lake Tyers Deer Management Trial. Shown 
are locations for vegetation plots and cameras. 
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Treatment site, Unit A  
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Treatment site, Unit B  
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Reference site, Unit C  
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Reference site, Unit D  
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2.5.3 Appendix 3. Randomly selected locations for camera traps (randomised) and 
vegetation plots (stratified by EVC group) at the Treatment site and Reference site in 
each experimental unit for monitoring the impacts of wild deer as part of the Lake 
Tyers Deer Management Trial Implementation Plan.  

 

Vegetation 

plot ID Easting Northing Unit 

EVC 

group 

VEG_A101 595699 5819203 A 1 

VEG_A102 595703 5819142 A 1 

VEG_A103 594033 5817920 A 1 

VEG_A104 595604 5817821 A 1 

VEG_A105 594722 5817753 A 1 

VEG_A106 594444 5817563 A 1 

VEG_A107 594365 5817243 A 1 

VEG_A108 594173 5816678 A 1 

VEG_A109 594231 5816252 A 1 

VEG_A110 594503 5816099 A 1 

VEG_A111 595015 5816003 A 1 

VEG_A112 593968 5815913 A 1 

VEG_A113 594509 5815666 A 1 

VEG_A114 595314 5815568 A 1 

VEG_A115 593870 5815529 A 1 

VEG_A116 594574 5815448 A 1 

VEG_A117 593887 5815390 A 1 

VEG_A118 595741 5815347 A 1 

VEG_A119 594776 5815319 A 1 

VEG_A120 595708 5814713 A 1 

VEG_A201 594744 5817835 A 2 

VEG_A202 595215 5817827 A 2 

VEG_A203 595374 5817813 A 2 

VEG_A204 595177 5817649 A 2 

VEG_A205 595364 5817373 A 2 

VEG_A206 595443 5815401 A 2 

VEG_A207 594916 5815326 A 2 

VEG_A208 595497 5815297 A 2 

VEG_A209 595379 5815056 A 2 

VEG_A210 595439 5814921 A 2 

VEG_A211 593888 5814862 A 2 

VEG_A212 594419 5814794 A 2 

VEG_A213 593892 5814486 A 2 

VEG_A214 594283 5814480 A 2 

VEG_A215 593736 5814396 A 2 

VEG_A216 594007 5814375 A 2 

VEG_A217 593691 5814175 A 2 

VEG_A218 593825 5814164 A 2 

VEG_A219 593926 5813949 A 2 
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VEG_A220 593714 5813937 A 2 

VEG_A301 595268 5814747 A 3 

VEG_A302 595254 5814721 A 3 

VEG_A303 595238 5814701 A 3 

VEG_A304 595281 5814694 A 3 

VEG_A305 595226 5814669 A 3 

VEG_A306 595225 5814626 A 3 

VEG_A307 595215 5814584 A 3 

VEG_A308 595216 5814551 A 3 

VEG_A309 595235 5814519 A 3 

VEG_A310 595214 5814503 A 3 

VEG_A311 595249 5814489 A 3 

VEG_A312 595212 5814453 A 3 

VEG_A313 595204 5814422 A 3 

VEG_A314 595226 5814406 A 3 

VEG_A315 595249 5814371 A 3 

VEG_A316 595215 5814370 A 3 

VEG_A317 595230 5814330 A 3 

VEG_A318 595219 5814259 A 3 

VEG_A319 595224 5814235 A 3 

VEG_A320 595216 5814205 A 3 

VEG_B101 602171 5819067 B 1 

VEG_B102 602361 5818688 B 1 

VEG_B103 602632 5818602 B 1 

VEG_B104 603250 5818391 B 1 

VEG_B105 602270 5817868 B 1 

VEG_B106 601581 5817410 B 1 

VEG_B107 602563 5817082 B 1 

VEG_B108 602041 5817076 B 1 

VEG_B109 603123 5816783 B 1 

VEG_B110 602263 5816767 B 1 

VEG_B111 602822 5816756 B 1 

VEG_B112 603203 5816709 B 1 

VEG_B113 600584 5816576 B 1 

VEG_B114 603599 5816516 B 1 

VEG_B115 602877 5816485 B 1 

VEG_B116 603578 5816434 B 1 

VEG_B117 602663 5816350 B 1 

VEG_B118 602746 5816184 B 1 

VEG_B119 603144 5816178 B 1 

VEG_B120 602024 5816103 B 1 

VEG_B201 600517 5818771 B 2 

VEG_B202 599971 5818718 B 2 

VEG_B203 600316 5818645 B 2 

VEG_B204 600285 5818618 B 2 

VEG_B205 600263 5818421 B 2 
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VEG_B206 603538 5818273 B 2 

VEG_B207 600288 5818008 B 2 

VEG_B208 600447 5817866 B 2 

VEG_B209 601400 5817754 B 2 

VEG_B210 600141 5817344 B 2 

VEG_B211 600014 5817327 B 2 

VEG_B212 600305 5817143 B 2 

VEG_B213 600520 5817004 B 2 

VEG_B214 599926 5817002 B 2 

VEG_B215 600152 5816956 B 2 

VEG_B216 600376 5816529 B 2 

VEG_B217 599877 5816452 B 2 

VEG_B218 599975 5816328 B 2 

VEG_B219 600254 5816271 B 2 

VEG_B220 600118 5816167 B 2 

VEG_B301 600500 5818977 B 3 

VEG_B302 600426 5818950 B 3 

VEG_B303 600383 5818894 B 3 

VEG_B304 600360 5817783 B 3 

VEG_B305 600443 5817734 B 3 

VEG_B306 600784 5817724 B 3 

VEG_B307 600728 5817715 B 3 

VEG_B308 600512 5817715 B 3 

VEG_B309 600669 5817698 B 3 

VEG_B310 600899 5817691 B 3 

VEG_B311 600486 5817683 B 3 

VEG_B312 601096 5817665 B 3 

VEG_B313 600717 5816934 B 3 

VEG_B314 600758 5816864 B 3 

VEG_B315 600402 5816840 B 3 

VEG_B316 600228 5816721 B 3 

VEG_B317 600193 5816667 B 3 

VEG_B318 600267 5816664 B 3 

VEG_B319 600200 5816598 B 3 

VEG_B320 600154 5816575 B 3 

VEG_B401 600025 5818374 B 4 

VEG_B402 599910 5818373 B 4 

VEG_B403 599923 5818318 B 4 

VEG_B404 600033 5818227 B 4 

VEG_B405 600170 5818158 B 4 

VEG_B406 600066 5818119 B 4 

VEG_B407 600036 5818087 B 4 

VEG_B408 600114 5818026 B 4 

VEG_B409 599966 5817972 B 4 

VEG_B410 599959 5817870 B 4 

VEG_B411 599888 5817815 B 4 
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VEG_B412 600001 5817783 B 4 

VEG_B413 599892 5817527 B 4 

VEG_B414 600374 5816295 B 4 

VEG_B415 599997 5816277 B 4 

VEG_B416 600509 5816148 B 4 

VEG_B417 600560 5816143 B 4 

VEG_B418 600021 5816136 B 4 

VEG_B419 600568 5816098 B 4 

VEG_B420 600056 5815981 B 4 

VEG_C101 618966 5831197 C 1 

VEG_C102 616253 5830393 C 1 

VEG_C103 618546 5829972 C 1 

VEG_C104 617050 5829962 C 1 

VEG_C105 620084 5829912 C 1 

VEG_C106 615517 5829614 C 1 

VEG_C107 619537 5829614 C 1 

VEG_C108 616356 5829564 C 1 

VEG_C109 616195 5829536 C 1 

VEG_C110 616117 5829484 C 1 

VEG_C111 617947 5829443 C 1 

VEG_C112 617090 5829425 C 1 

VEG_C113 619570 5829407 C 1 

VEG_C114 616533 5829384 C 1 

VEG_C115 618281 5829188 C 1 

VEG_C116 619804 5829114 C 1 

VEG_C117 618444 5829030 C 1 

VEG_C118 616035 5828999 C 1 

VEG_C119 619212 5828950 C 1 

VEG_C120 616910 5828909 C 1 

VEG_C201 617066 5830834 C 2 

VEG_C202 616497 5830585 C 2 

VEG_C203 615155 5830327 C 2 

VEG_C204 618117 5830310 C 2 

VEG_C205 615126 5830269 C 2 

VEG_C206 617628 5830260 C 2 

VEG_C207 618066 5830226 C 2 

VEG_C208 618095 5830219 C 2 

VEG_C209 617234 5830175 C 2 

VEG_C210 617448 5830168 C 2 

VEG_C211 617943 5830135 C 2 

VEG_C212 617320 5830069 C 2 

VEG_C213 616143 5830059 C 2 

VEG_C214 616477 5830015 C 2 

VEG_C215 616145 5829976 C 2 

VEG_C216 614982 5829861 C 2 

VEG_C217 616546 5829113 C 2 
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VEG_C218 616499 5829047 C 2 

VEG_C219 617713 5828589 C 2 

VEG_C220 616801 5828478 C 2 

VEG_C301 619292 5831223 C 3 

VEG_C302 619251 5831215 C 3 

VEG_C303 619366 5831206 C 3 

VEG_C304 619432 5831202 C 3 

VEG_C305 619340 5831195 C 3 

VEG_C306 619485 5831188 C 3 

VEG_C307 619444 5831173 C 3 

VEG_C308 619480 5831165 C 3 

VEG_C309 619590 5831137 C 3 

VEG_C310 618261 5830389 C 3 

VEG_C311 618690 5830208 C 3 

VEG_C312 619485 5830184 C 3 

VEG_C313 618761 5830179 C 3 

VEG_C314 618721 5830169 C 3 

VEG_C315 618829 5830168 C 3 

VEG_C316 619456 5830129 C 3 

VEG_C317 619641 5830126 C 3 

VEG_C318 619475 5830115 C 3 

VEG_C319 619795 5830106 C 3 

VEG_C320 619867 5830104 C 3 

VEG_C401 619288 5831267 C 4 

VEG_C402 619160 5831199 C 4 

VEG_C403 619193 5831188 C 4 

VEG_C404 618430 5831184 C 4 

VEG_C405 619180 5831162 C 4 

VEG_C406 617744 5831004 C 4 

VEG_C407 618389 5830985 C 4 

VEG_C408 617597 5830816 C 4 

VEG_C409 619689 5830760 C 4 

VEG_C410 619778 5830752 C 4 

VEG_C411 617956 5830734 C 4 

VEG_C412 616794 5830656 C 4 

VEG_C413 619427 5830649 C 4 

VEG_C414 616956 5830540 C 4 

VEG_C415 615755 5830195 C 4 

VEG_C416 616349 5830165 C 4 

VEG_C417 616263 5830135 C 4 

VEG_C418 619124 5830111 C 4 

VEG_C419 615580 5829997 C 4 

VEG_C420 615825 5829677 C 4 

VEG_D101 621349 5820193 D 1 

VEG_D102 619324 5820056 D 1 

VEG_D103 619681 5819868 D 1 
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VEG_D104 621831 5819851 D 1 

VEG_D105 621735 5819804 D 1 

VEG_D106 615569 5819788 D 1 

VEG_D107 615667 5819695 D 1 

VEG_D108 614084 5819596 D 1 

VEG_D109 614148 5819529 D 1 

VEG_D110 615950 5819381 D 1 

VEG_D111 616002 5819351 D 1 

VEG_D112 621411 5819311 D 1 

VEG_D113 621378 5819237 D 1 

VEG_D114 616801 5818951 D 1 

VEG_D115 615517 5818909 D 1 

VEG_D116 614232 5818869 D 1 

VEG_D117 619648 5818847 D 1 

VEG_D118 616869 5818814 D 1 

VEG_D119 614322 5818653 D 1 

VEG_D120 615751 5818478 D 1 

VEG_D201 618452 5819994 D 2 

VEG_D202 618696 5819994 D 2 

VEG_D203 614370 5819841 D 2 

VEG_D204 614205 5819772 D 2 

VEG_D205 619914 5819772 D 2 

VEG_D206 614473 5819733 D 2 

VEG_D207 619272 5819726 D 2 

VEG_D208 614337 5819538 D 2 

VEG_D209 614364 5819467 D 2 

VEG_D210 615384 5819355 D 2 

VEG_D211 615144 5819347 D 2 

VEG_D212 615108 5819240 D 2 

VEG_D213 619863 5819237 D 2 

VEG_D214 619329 5819141 D 2 

VEG_D215 619334 5819084 D 2 

VEG_D216 619038 5819084 D 2 

VEG_D217 619471 5819079 D 2 

VEG_D218 619033 5818884 D 2 

VEG_D219 620796 5818830 D 2 

VEG_D220 618996 5818720 D 2 

VEG_D301 619142 5819344 D 3 

VEG_D302 619086 5819328 D 3 

VEG_D303 619129 5819326 D 3 

VEG_D304 619108 5819315 D 3 

VEG_D305 619146 5819312 D 3 

VEG_D306 619116 5819295 D 3 

VEG_D307 619087 5819292 D 3 

VEG_D308 619153 5819291 D 3 

VEG_D309 619130 5819272 D 3 
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VEG_D310 619097 5819269 D 3 

VEG_D311 619566 5818851 D 3 

VEG_D312 619527 5818845 D 3 

VEG_D313 619503 5818835 D 3 

VEG_D314 619591 5818835 D 3 

VEG_D315 619548 5818834 D 3 

VEG_D316 619570 5818823 D 3 

VEG_D317 619606 5818818 D 3 

VEG_D318 619513 5818815 D 3 

VEG_D319 619542 5818811 D 3 

VEG_D320 619585 5818807 D 3 
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Camera 

location ID Easting Northing Unit 

CAM_A01 593914 5819156 A 

CAM_A02 594904 5819008 A 

CAM_A03 595660 5818874 A 

CAM_A04 595239 5818184 A 

CAM_A05 594074 5818157 A 

CAM_A06 595003 5817855 A 

CAM_A07 595834 5817780 A 

CAM_A08 593955 5817706 A 

CAM_A09 595083 5817666 A 

CAM_A10 594130 5816895 A 

CAM_A11 594757 5816375 A 

CAM_A12 595821 5816355 A 

CAM_A13 595065 5816046 A 

CAM_A14 595444 5815608 A 

CAM_A15 594346 5815569 A 

CAM_A16 594129 5815271 A 

CAM_A17 595316 5815115 A 

CAM_A18 594891 5814998 A 

CAM_A19 594983 5813977 A 

CAM_A20 594372 5813930 A 

CAM_B01 601266 5819211 B 

CAM_B02 602869 5819083 B 

CAM_B03 603432 5819028 B 

CAM_B04 602191 5818802 B 

CAM_B05 600357 5818622 B 

CAM_B06 603146 5818554 B 

CAM_B07 602106 5818437 B 

CAM_B08 600582 5818060 B 

CAM_B09 602490 5818013 B 

CAM_B10 601166 5817934 B 

CAM_B11 600173 5817709 B 

CAM_B12 602119 5817705 B 

CAM_B13 603201 5817490 B 

CAM_B14 602323 5817440 B 

CAM_B15 600897 5817228 B 

CAM_B16 600114 5816746 B 

CAM_B17 603409 5816717 B 

CAM_B18 602298 5816628 B 

CAM_B19 600809 5816489 B 

CAM_B20 602978 5816346 B 

CAM_C01 619037 5831067 C 

CAM_C02 618444 5830806 C 

CAM_C03 617753 5830630 C 

CAM_C04 615863 5830368 C 
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CAM_C05 619749 5830207 C 

CAM_C06 617601 5830154 C 

CAM_C07 618974 5829886 C 

CAM_C08 615443 5829860 C 

CAM_C09 618464 5829677 C 

CAM_C10 617107 5829651 C 

CAM_C11 619744 5829475 C 

CAM_C12 618942 5829452 C 

CAM_C13 617320 5829434 C 

CAM_C14 615647 5829381 C 

CAM_C15 618353 5829343 C 

CAM_C16 617169 5829061 C 

CAM_C17 615714 5828997 C 

CAM_C18 615334 5828736 C 

CAM_C19 616973 5828701 C 

CAM_C20 616144 5828431 C 

CAM_D01 619521 5820113 D 

CAM_D02 621824 5820110 D 

CAM_D03 620571 5819899 D 

CAM_D04 616432 5819835 D 

CAM_D05 618416 5819719 D 

CAM_D06 615642 5819650 D 

CAM_D07 620265 5819618 D 

CAM_D08 617829 5819607 D 

CAM_D09 614810 5819563 D 

CAM_D10 616626 5819392 D 

CAM_D11 621948 5819344 D 

CAM_D12 616518 5819329 D 

CAM_D13 618625 5819323 D 

CAM_D14 615775 5819248 D 

CAM_D15 620953 5819230 D 

CAM_D16 614984 5819210 D 

CAM_D17 619678 5819170 D 

CAM_D18 614303 5819091 D 

CAM_D19 619459 5818876 D 

CAM_D20 617813 5818797 D 
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2.5.4 Appendix 4. Field data sheets for vegetation surveys.  
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Lake Tyers Deer Management Trial: Vegetation survey

Site:  Treatment  /  Reference Unit: A / B / C / D Date:

Plot No.:

Target spp E. Growth, survival and deer damage

Exocarpos cupressiformis Plant tag No.Species Height (cm) Live/Dead Damage Score Rank

Indigofera australis 1 1 No visible browse damage 

Pittosporum undulatum 2 (0% biomass removed) 

Pomaderris aspera 3 2 Light browse damage 

4 (browsing of exterior tips; 

5 1-29% biomass removed)

6 3  Moderate browse damage 

7 (30-49% biomass removed)

8 4 Heavy browse damage

9

10 5 Terminal browsing (sapling

dead or not expected to

 recover;  ≥90 % biomass

 removed)

6 Antler damage (rubbing 

and/or thrashing damage)

Draw on the map the location 

of each plant within the plot.

(70-89% biomass removed)

Deer damage

Deer damage observed

N

Vegetation survey 
plot boundary

Permanent marker

Tape measure location

Surveyor's f lag location

Key
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2.5.5 Appendix 5. Photographs to use as a guide when assigning a deer damage ranking, 
reproduced with permission from Richardson (2015). 
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Rating 3 – 
Moderate browse damage 
 

Rating 4 – 
Heavy browse damage 
(Note presence of regrowth) 
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Rating 5 - Terminal browsing (sapling either dead or 
unexpected to recover) 
(Note absence of live wood) 
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2.5.6 Appendix 6. Camera trap field data sheet, modified from the Invasive Animals CRC 
template. 

 

 SITE (Treatment / Reference) 

 UNIT ( A / B / C / D ) 

DATE SET DATE RETRIEVED 

OBSERVER(S) LOCATION DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

 

GENERAL HABITAT DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

 

MGA COORDINATES Easting Northing 

CAMERA CODE 

SD CARD CODE 

   CAMERA DIRECTION 

  

   CAMERA HEIGHT    POSITIONED ALONG TRAIL 

Yes            No 

 FLAT GROUND            SLOPING GROUND    ANGLED DOWN       Yes            No 

CAMERA SETTINGS CHECKED (should be high sensitivity, 5 images per trigger, no delay)?      Yes            No 

BATTERY POWER  

CAMERA ARMED/ACTIVATED       Yes            No 

 

 

CAMERA RETRIEVAL: NUMBER MOTIONS NUMBER IMAGES 

WEATHER CONDITIONS WHEN 

CAMERA SET 

Temperature:                        Dry              Wet                                        Relative Humidity (%) 

WEATHER CONDITIONS WHEN 

CAMERA RETRIEVED 

Temperature:                        Dry              Wet                                        Relative Humidity (%) 
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COMMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (Camera performance) 

 

       Poor battery performance   Yes   No  …………………………………………………………………………………. 

       No or few images    Yes   No  …………………………………………………………………………………. 

       Camera programming faults   Yes   No  …………………………………………………………………………………. 

       Numerous false triggers                   Yes   No  …………………………………………………………………………………. 

       Camera interference    Yes   No  …………………………………………………………………………………. 

   

 

 

     Other problems: 

 

 

 

 

 


